A Trip to the Bakery

Build or draw a picture to solve.

Aliyah, Laila, Kevin, and Xavier went to the bakery. They each bought 12 tiny cupcakes.

1. Aliyah ate 3 cupcakes, and gave 2 cupcakes to Laila. Then she left the bakery. How many cupcakes did Aliyah leave with?

2. Laila got 2 cupcakes from Aliyah. Then she bought 2 more cupcakes, and ate 1. Then she left the bakery. How many cupcakes did Laila leave with?

3. Kevin bought 10 more cupcakes. He ate 5, and gave 2 away to Xavier. Then he left. How many cupcakes did Kevin leave with?

4. Xavier got 2 cupcakes from Kevin, and bought 18 more cupcakes. He ate 4, then left. How many cupcakes did Xavier leave with?
A Trip to the Bakery
Challenge Version

*Build or draw a picture to solve.*

Aliyah, Laila, Kevin, and Xavier went to the bakery. They each bought 32 tiny cupcakes.

1. Aliyah ate 13 cupcakes, and gave 2 cupcakes to Laila. Then she left the bakery. How many cupcakes did Aliyah leave with?

2. Laila got 2 cupcakes from Aliyah. Then she bought 12 more cupcakes, and ate 7. Then she left the bakery. How many cupcakes did Laila leave with?

3. Kevin bought 21 more cupcakes. He ate 13, and gave 12 away to Xavier. Then he left. How many cupcakes did Kevin leave with?

4. Xavier got 12 cupcakes from Kevin, and bought 38 more cupcakes. He ate 14, then left. How many cupcakes did Xavier leave with?